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REAL LIFE:
WHAT’S
THAT?
IN BRIEFS
CHRISTMAS BREAK
DEPARTURE INFO
The dorms will be closed
during Christmas break.
Students must be out of the
dorms by 10 a.m. on Friday,
Dec. 17, and will be fined $25
for every additional hour
after 10 a.m. Students who
need a place to go before
heading home can wait at
the Union with their belongings. Those unable to
travel home for the holidays
are encouraged to speak to
their residence hall directors or student development
for alternate arrangements.
Students who are not returning to campus for J-term need
to check out with their PA or
hall director.
Before leaving, students need
to make sure that all windows are closed, heaters are
turned down, trash is emptied and all electrical plugs
are unplugged (including
refrigerators). The last dinner
in the DC will be served on
Thursday, Dec. 16. The residence halls will re-open at 1
p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 2.
QUIET HOURS REMINDER
As a reminder, 24-hour quiet
hours for finals week will
begin at 5 p.m. on Sunday
evening. The library hours
will be extended until 2 a.m.
SAC will host a study break
on Tuesday at 10 p.m. in the
DC. There will be food, games
card decorating, and a showing of “Home Alone.”

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

38°
24°

Saturday

38°
23°

Sunday

26°
11°

Photo by Jim Garringer

HOLIDAYS
AROUND THE
WORLD
Head basketball coach Paul Patterson will support Samaritan’s Feet by coaching barefoot during Silent Night.

TAYLOR ADDS TO SILENT
NIGHT GAME TRADITION
Students have another opportunity to give shoes to children in need

H

ead coach Paul Patterson will do
shoes for a child. Two teams of students
HILLARY MAY
more than just coach basketball N E W S C O - E D I T O R will then personally deliver the shoes to
during tonight’s 27th annual Ivanchildren in Guatemala and Ecuador.
hoe Classic.
According to Rachel Wallace, Samaritan’s Feet
For the second year in a row, Patterson will marketing coordinator, Taylor is one of the most
pace the sidelines in his bare feet to raise funds to successful schools that donated last season.
purchase shoes for children through Samaritan’s
“We use Taylor University as an example of how
Feet.
a campus can really come together and make a dif“I have felt for a long time that this Silent Night ference in the lives of children all over the world,”
game has the potential for us to do something sig- she said.
nificant,” Patterson said. “Everybody is in a festive
Taylor is one of many schools that partners with
mood with the coming of Christmas and the end of Samaritan’s Feet. IUPUI head coach Ron Hunter
the semester. What a great opportunity for us to was the first person to coach a basketball game in
make a difference.”
bare feet, and many other schools have followed in
During halftime, Taylor faculty, alumni and stu- his footsteps.
dents donate $10 to Samaritan’s Feet via text mesSamaritan’s Feet is a non-profit organization
saging. Every $10 donation will buy one new pair of dedicated to changing lives by providing shoes to

WIKILEAKS IN
WORLD SPOTLIGHT
FOUN D E R A RRE S TE D A S CY B E R ATTA CKS B E G IN
The ongoing controno clothes,” in others
MANDOLYN HECOX
versy swirling over
current British Prime
NEWS CO-EDITOR
the Wikileaks release
Minister David Camgrew more intense when Wikileaks eron was called a “political lightfounder Julian Assange was weight, lacking depth.”
arrested on charges unrelated to
As of this week, 1,060 sensitive
the Wikileaks issue Dec. 7.
cables have been leaked online,
In addition to the events sur- with Wikileaks planning to conrounding Assange, technology’s tinue releasing the rest through
growing influence has revealed the upcoming months. Assange
itself through cyber attacks on allegedly obtained the documents
both sides of the debate, which from a U.S. Army private Bradley
have been rampant this week.
Manning, who was arrested in
Assange turned himself in to May 2010 and is awaiting trial.
Scotland Yard in Britain on TuesThe Wikileaks website, which
day after a judge issued a warrant has been continually leaking
for him. He vowed to fight extradi- classified government documents,
tion to Sweden, which is pursuing was initially hosted in Sweden,
him on alleged sexual misconduct but after an online attack last
with two Swedish women.
weekend by an activist, the hostAssange, a strong advocate for ing was switched to America.
anti-censorship over the past few The activist, calling himself the
years, came back into the spot- Jester and claiming both that
light in May of this year when he is a “hacktivist” for good and
when he released almost 92,000 that Wikileaks could put lives in
sensitive Afghanistan war docu- danger, continued his attempts
ments. He garnered world atten- at shutting down the Americantion last month when his group hosted site, sparking an all-out
announced they would publish online war this week.
251,287 classified U.S. documents.
Over the past few days,
On Nov. 28, Wikileaks, in con- Wikileaks supporters directed
junction with major newspapers their technological anger at
that received the classified infor- sites such as Visa, MasterCard
mation ahead of time, released the and Paypal, sites that have susfirst 291 documents and sparked a pended and frozen Wikileaks
discussion around the world that accounts, by attempting to overis still continuing.
load the websites and make them
While the U.S. attempts to be unavailable. Supporters, going by
diplomatic in public dealings with the term “Anonymous Operation”
other countries, the cables reveal and vowing to complete “Operaunflattering observations among tion Payback,” have been using
other things. While some cables Twitter as a medium to promote
painted French President NichoCONTINUED ON PAGE 2
las Sarkozy as an “emperor with

10 million children in the next 10 years.
The vision for Samaritan’s Feet originated 28
years ago in Lagos, Nigeria when a stranger gave a
pair of shoes to a young African boy named Emmanuel Ohonme. With the shoes, Ohonme started playing competitive basketball. His talent eventually led
him to accept an offer to play college basketball in
America at the University of North Dakota.
According to the Samaritan’s Feet website,
Ohonme “never forgot the other little boys and girls
in Africa who were still living under the strain of
poverty, drug use, war, gangs and other criminal
activity.” With the help of his wife, Tracie, the pair
created Samaritan’s Feet and have since worked
tirelessly to fulfill their mission.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE
SHOWS SUPPORT
Sunday evening, a
MANDOLYN HECOX though not in person.
commissioning ser- N E W S C O - E D I T O R Joanie Hull from the
vice was held to show
Czech Republic and
support for the 97 Taylor students Natasha Vaikova from Russia,
serving on Lighthouse trips over both of whom are involved in
J-term and to allow attendees to Lighthouse endeavors, agreed
learn more about the trips. The to wake up early in the morning
service, which was held in Mitch- to talk via Skype with the group
ell Theater in lieu of Vespers, had gathered in the theater and to
a large group of Taylor students, each other. Their words echoed
faculty and family attend in sup- what would become a theme of
port of the groups that will soon the evening—realizing the imporbe ministering abroad.
tance of both those who go on misThe evening began with prayer sions and those who support them
and worship and was then back home.
handed over to Ron Sutherland,
Sutherland continued to touch
vice president of business and on that theme as he spoke, asking
finance. Sutherland, who led a those going on a J-term trip to
J-term trip last year, was pas- think of themselves as Paul, and
sionate about sharing his hopes those who are staying home over
for the growth that will happen J-term to consider themselves as
next month.
the Colossians. He challenged
“Tonight was about being faith- those who will stay behind to
ful to a calling, for both people pray every day, saying that if
here and those going, about a friend asked them to pray to
being called to obedience—no “bind it to [their] heart.”
matter what our geological locaHe reminded the groups that
tion,” said senior Jennica Stevens, they must show love in action
Lighthouse co-director. “This is before they can share God’s Word,
such an important event because adding “I believe [God] can mark
missionaries are sent out, but January.”
we are all the body—this work
Director Jenny Collins agrees.
is done in communities and with
“An important thing for anyone
supporters.”
doing cross cultural missions is
One unique aspect of the eve- realizing that there is a team who
ning was a perfect example of goes and a team who stays, they
Taylor’s quest for global engage- are all the team. There are also
ment and community: two of those who receive,” she said.
Sutherland’s close friends were
able to meet for the first time,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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SAMARITAN FEET CONTINUED...

Associate professor Dr. Quinn White
has been involved with the organization
for the past two years as a result of his
passion for running and his willingness
to follow God’s leading.
“I’ve been a running my whole life,” he
said. “I ran in high school and was an athlete at Taylor. I wasn’t coaching, and I felt
this hole, like I needed to do something
more. God gave me this vision and told
me that I needed to take shoes down to
WIKILEAKS CONTINUED...

their cause and take credit for online
interruptions, but actually were not
able to cause too much disruption, as
Visa and other targets were able to fend
off the online attacks. On Thursday, the
first arrest was made in relation to the
Wikileaks virtual revenge attacks when
Dutch authorities arrested a 16-year-old
boy in the Netherlands.
The situation surrounded the arrest
of Assange is currently murky and filled
with allegations, as details from the
alleged encounters in August are just
coming to light. While several people
offered to post bail for Assange on Tuesday, he was denied bail by the judge and
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE CONTINUED...

Representatives of each of the seven
teams took a few minutes to talk about
their mission, as well as mention prayer
requests for their trip. Pictures of the
teams were displayed on screens in addition to each team’s chosen Bible verse.
President Eugene Habecker attended
the commissioning service on Sunday
night.
“Taylor has historically had a strong
commitment to missions, and that missions agenda includes going, as well as
staying and praying,” Habecker said afterwards. “The Lighthouse program goes to
the essence and heart of what Taylor is.”
As the semester draws to a close and
schedules become busier, Lighthouse

2

these kids. Had I been coaching, I probably “We had a shoe crew that went around and
wouldn’t have even heard or paid atten- gave them their shoes, and we also had the
tion to this vision.”
opportunity to wash their feet.”
White, along with campus safety direcAlthough last year’s donation was
tor Jeff Wallace traveled to the Domini- extremely successful, White believes peocan Republic with a team of 18 Taylor ple can donate even more.
students last year to deliver 400 pairs of
“We have 1,500 students in that gym,”
shoes that were donated during last year’s he said. “Think of all those shoes that
Silent Night game. Along with the shoes, could be delivered. It’s just a new pair of
the team also raised money for Bibles and shoes for only $10. That’s like two lattes
T-shirts to hand out to the children.
at Starbucks.”
“For some of the kids, it was their first
pair of shoes they had ever had,” he said.
will wait in jail until Dec. 20 when his
case comes up.
Even though Assange’s arrest in
Britain is not related to Wikileaks, offthe-record discussions have supposedly
already occurred between Swedish and
US officials about Assange being turned
over to U.S. officials on espionage charges.
Upon hearing of Assange’s arrest earlier
this week, U.S. Defense Secretary Robert
Gates said it was “good news.”
While anyone with a computer can
access the leaked documents online, the
White House Office of Management and
Budget informed all federal employees
on Dec. 3 that they were forbidden from
viewing the now-public classified information unless given authorization.

Although Assange was taken into custody, he and the Wikileaks group have
made it clear that regardless of future
events, the release of the classified information will continue. This was shown
Tuesday as multiple documents regarding Russia were released after Assange
was taken into custody.
Wikileaks spokesperson Kristinn Hrafnsson told ABC News that the group
would continue running in the absence
of Assange, saying, “It is not derailing
us in any way . . . This is a turning tide
and starting a trend that you can’t really
stop unless you want to shut down the
Internet.”

teams have been preparing together for
what they will experience next month—
including attempting to learn some of the
language of where they will be serving.
Junior Zach Eastburn, who will head to
Ethiopia, said his team interacts well, and
he is excited about both serving and being
challenged.
“This is an experience I haven’t had
before,” Eastburn said. “I’m looking forward to my individual perspective being
entirely broadened.”
Josh Fankhauser, a sophomore who will
also serve on a Lighthouse trip, said one of
the issues he has tried to prepare for has
been the uncertainty. The partners for his
trip to Singapore have not been very clear
about the team’s responsibilities, so he is
trying to leave himself open to whatever

J-term may bring, at the same time taking
comfort from his strong team.
“I think it will be very stretching, growing definitely,” Fankhauser said. “There
are a lot of unknowns, but at the same
time, it’s the best possible group to go into
that situation with—I couldn’t have handpicked a better team to go with.”
Sutherland closed the service with
words for all to ponder--whether or not
they are going on a Lighthouse trip.
“We tend to plan on living our lives
intentionally when we will be gone for a
month,” Sutherland said, while encouraging attendees to both grow beyond January and take heart though they may not
see instant results. “When we leave, [God]
doesn’t.”
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F O R E C A S T S P R E D I CT VERY W H IT E
C HRI S T MA S F O R M OS T
‘Tis the season of driving home
for Christmas. And ‘tis the seaSTAFF WRITER
son for snow. Lots of it.
That all starts this weekend. A monster snowstorm will hit parts of the Plains, Midwest and the
eastern United States, bringing the coldest blast of
the season according to AccuWeather.com.
This storm is only one of potentially several
between now and Christmas.
Joe Bastardi, long-range expert at AccuWeather.
com, predicts that more than 50 percent of the contiguous United States will have a white Christmas
this year. On average, only 25 to 35 percent of the
country has snow on Christmas Day.
“The overall pattern is almost as good as it gets
in December for snowstorm potential over a large
part of heavily populated areas in the U.S.,” Bastardi said.
This is bad news for those who will be traveling
this month.
Senior Joy Goodwin plans to drive from her home
in Iowa to Indiana immediately after Christmas.
“The snow has ruined my plans the last couple of
years, and I really hope it doesn’t happen again,”
she said.
The east has a greater likelihood than the west
of getting that white Christmas—even in the southeast, which has been experiencing record-low temperatures.
Europe has had record amounts of snow and
colder temperatures so far and is also looking at
more cold and snow leading up to Christmas.

LIZ GOLDSMITH

FRIDAY
CLA SS CHA P EL

Various locations
10 a.m.

“A STREETCA R NA MED D ESI RE”
Mitchell Theater
8 p.m.

RI CE P I LA F THA NKSG I VI NG COMED Y SHOW

Stuart Room
8 p.m., $1 to attend

SATURDAY
STEWA RD S OF CREATI ON A CTI VI TY

Victory Acres Farm
8:50-11 a.m.
Contact Armila Francis, and meet at Campus Safety

Photo by Andrew Ketchum

SA C CA RTOON BREA KFA ST THEATRE

A large snowstorm is projected to hit the Midwest as Taylor students travel home.

Winter Driving Tips
(courtesy of weather.com)

1. Don’t go out until the snow plows and sanding trucks
have had a chance to do their work.
2. Give yourself extra time to reach your destination.
3. Slow down and give yourself three times more space
than usual between your car and the one in front of you.
4. Brake gently to avoid skidding.
5. Use low gears for traction, especially on hills.
6. Turn on your lights.
7. Keep your lights and windshield clean.

Hodson Dining Commons
11 a.m.

“A STREETCA R NA MED D ESI RE”
Mitchell Theater
8 p.m.

Jingle Bell Jog Saturday at 9am.
Meet at the bell tower by 8:45am.

SUNDAY
8. Don’t use cruise control or overdrive on icy roads.
9. Remember that bridges, overpasses, and infrequently traveled roads freeze first.
10. Don’t pass snowplows and sanding trucks. They
have limited visibility, and the road in front of them will
probably be worse than the road behind.
11. Keep a first aid kit, a working flashlight, ice
scraper, snow brush, non-perishable food and a supply
of warm clothes in your car.
For more driving safety tips, go to weather.com and search for
“Driving in Snow.”

“A STREETCA R NA MED D ESI RE”
Mitchell Theater
3 p.m

VESP ERS 					

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

MONDAY
THA NKSG I VI NG CHA P EL

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

TUESDAY
THA NKSG I VI NG BREA K OFFI CI A LLY BEG I NS

After last class

WEDNESDAY
RESI D ENCE HA LLS CLOSE FOR BREA K

10 a.m.
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Israeli-Pakistani conflict continues
after years of violence
CHANDLER BIRCH
Contributor

W

ho among us hasn’t
heard something about
how poorly Israel and
Palestine get along?
Israel and Palestine
(a collective term for most of the
Arab nations surrounding Israel)
have historically gotten along like a
house on fire (people screaming, lots
of structural damage, etc.).
From the very start, they’ve been
at odds. In 1948, when Israel finally
became a nation, their status as eternal enemies became official with the
Israeli War for Independence.
The war caused untold amounts of
damage and produced hundreds of
thousands of refugees on both sides.
The UN, ever a paragon of peace
and order, swept in to organize several temporary cease-fires between
the nations and attempted to
arrange a permanent peace and

return of refugees.
None of it worked. Palestine
refused to acknowledge Israel as
a nation. Though the cease-fires
remained in effect, all the refugees
were stuck.
Since then, Israel and Palestine
have been like a pair of dogs staring at the same piece of meat. They
both have their teeth bared, but they
haven’t killed each other . . . yet.
Their reasons for hostility are
numerous. Water rights, mutual
recognition, borders, security, Israeli
settlements and Palestinian freedom
of movement are some of the more
prominent items on the list.
The biggest issue, of course, is
Jerusalem.
Jerusalem is sacred to Jews and
Palestinians alike. For Jews, it’s
home—the promised city. To Palestinians, who are mostly Muslim,

Jerusalem is the (somewhat cheaper) been meeting since early September.
Their stated goal is to reach a
knockoff of Mecca and Medina: a
place where Muslims can go if they “final status settlement” between
cannot reach the traditional destina- Palestine and Israel.
Currently, the most well-received
tions for pilgrimage.
Jerusalem’s status as a holy place proposition is the two-state solution,
to Muslims was cemented with the which proposes that Israel remain a
construction of the Dome of the Rock, Jewish state and the Palestinians be
one of the most spectacular mosques. given a state of their own (since, curThe Dome rests on the historical rently, they consist largely of homesite of King Solomon’s Temple, a sore less refugees).
The peace talks stuttered to a halt
point for many Jews.
There is clearly no shortage of rea- in late September.
The stated reason was that Israel
sons for Palestinians and Israelis
has been building settlements in
to fight.
Remarkably, though, in recent Palestinian territory, and Palestine
months, the longstanding conflict refuses to talk with Israel until they
has been nervously approaching a cease. As of today, the talks still have
not resumed.
tenuous peace.
Nevertheless, progress has been
U.S. President Barack Obama,
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin made. Right now, peace is not an
Netanyahu and Palestinian Author- option, only a hope for the future.
ity Chairman Mahmud Abbas have

“China is the rising
power of the century.
This seems to be one
of the central dramas
of world politics today.
The discussion will
certainly not
blow over.”
-Iver B. Neumann,
research director at the
Oslo-based Norwegian
Institute of International Affairs, discussing China and the
Nobel Prize Wednesday

Observations:
On This
Day
in History
1898 - A treaty was signed in Paris
that officially ended the SpanishAmerican War. Also, Cuba became
independent of Spain.
1906 - U.S. President Theodore
Roosevelt became the first American
to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
for helping mediate an end to the
Russo-Japanese War.
1948 - The UN General Assembly
adopted its Universal Declaration on
Human Rights.
1964 - In Oslo, Norway, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. received the Nobel
Peace Prize. He was the youngest
person to receive the award.
1993 - The crew of the space shuttle
Endeavor deployed the repaired
Hubble Space Telescope into Earth’s
orbit.
1995 - The first U.S. Marines arrived in
the Bosnian capital of Sarajevo to join
NATO soldiers sent to enforce peace
in the former Yugoslavia.
www.on-this-day.com

Holidays around the world
KARA HACKETT
Contributor

Las Posadas

Date: Dec. 16–24
Where it is Celebrated: Mexico
Traditions: A procession of
people carry a doll through the
streets to 		
represent
the Christ child and Mary and
Joseph riding a donkey
Purpose: Las Posadas means “the
Inn,” and it commemorates Mary
and Joseph searching for a room at
the inn before the birth of Christ.

St. Lucia’s Day (Saint
Lucy’s Day)

Date: Dec. 13
Where it is Celebrated: Denmark, Norway, Finland and Italy
Traditions: On the morning of
Saint Lucia’s Day, schools, businesses and homes choose a young
girl to be “Lucia.” She wears white
robes, red ribbons and a crown of
candles. Usually the eldest daughter
is Lucia, and she makes her family
a breakfast of coffee and pastries
called Lucia Buns.
Purpose: Although it is not a
legal holiday, St. Lucia’s Day honors
St. Lucia, the Patron Saint of Light
who brought food to the hungry during a famine.

Hogmanay

Date: Dec. 31–Jan. 2
Where it is Celebrated: Scotland
Traditions: Cleaning or “redding” the house, placing branches
of a Rowan tree above the door to
bring good luck; using holly or hazel
to keep out mischievous fairies;

using pieces of hazel, yew or holly
which were thought to have magical
powers and protect the house and
burning Juniper throughout the
house, then opening the doors to
bring in fresh air
Purpose: Hogmanay celebrates
the New Year of the Gregorian
calendar. Celebrations can last until
Jan. 2.

Lunar New Year

Date: Two weeks at the end of
January and the beginning of February
Where it is Celebrated: Vietnam,
Korea and China
Traditions: Wearing nice clothes,
exchanging gifts and food
Purpose: Lunar New Year celebrates the first lunar moon.

Chanukah (Hanukkah)

Date: Dec. 26–Jan. 1
Who Celebrates: Jews worldwide
Traditions: Spending time with
family, saying blessings, eating fried
foods, playing dreidel, lighting the
Menorah and exchanging gifts
Purpose: Chanukah celebrates
the history of the Jewish religion
and the rededication of the Temple
of Jerusalem. It is one of the most
important Jewish holidays.

Bodhi Day

Date: Dec. 8
Who Celebrates: Buddhists
worldwide
Traditions: Visiting the local
temple or monastery, offering food
to monks, listening to Dharma talk,
distributing food to the poor, evening
ceremonies, chanting the Buddha’s
teachings and meditation

Pirates tell truth
Sudan - When Somalian pirates

found weapons and battle tanks in
a commandeered freighter in 2008,
they were suspicious. Although the
Ukranian and Kenyan governments
denied it, the commandeered items
were in fact headed toward southern Sudan and were part of ongoing
shipments there.

“Cyberwar”
England - In response to the found-

ing of WikiLeaks and the jailing of its
founder, Julian Assange, hundreds
of protesters took to the internet.
There were attacks on websites
of multinational companies that
opposed the organization. One
attack was aimed at PayPal, a site
that stopped accepting WikiLeaks
donations.

Prison fire
Chile - A fire of an unknown cause

killed at least 81 inmates of a prison
in Santiago. The fire, which broke
out during a fight, was allegedly

Purpose: Bodhi Day honors the
enlightenment of the Buddha, Siddhartha Gautama, and is the most
important holiday for Buddhists.

St. Nicholas Day

Date: Dec. 6
Where it is Celebrated: Northern Europe
Traditions: St. Nicholas is a
Santa Claus figure. On the eve of St.
Nicholas Day, children leave their
shoes and stockings for him to fill
with candy, small gifts and fruits or
nuts. The next morning, all of the
gifts are shared, not hoarded.
Purpose: St. Nicholas Day celebrates the life of St. Nicholas, who
defended the weak from the rich and
strong.

Japanese New Year

Date: Dec. 31–Jan. 1
Where it is Celebrated: Japan
Traditions: Shopping, cleaning
the house, decorating the house,
giving children toys and money and
exchanging greeting cards with
friends and family
Purpose: Japanese New Year
celebrates getting rid of the past,
preparing for the New Year and
starting over. New Year’s Day is
called Shogatsu and is one of the biggest events in Japan.

Eid-al-Adha

Date: begins Jan. 10
Who Celebrates: Muslims
worldwide
Traditions: Muslims make a
three-day pilgrimage to Mecca then
feast the following day on Eid-alAdha.
Purpose: The Eid-al-Adha feast

celebrates Ibrahim’s (Abraham’s)
willingness to sacrifice his son,
Ishmael, for God. Muslims call
Ishmael their forefather and believe
he was the son God asked Abraham
to sacrifice.

Kwanzaa

Date: Dec. 26–Jan. 1
Who Celebrates: African Americans and Pan-Africans
Traditions: Decorating homes
with fruits and vegetables, wearing
special clothing and lighting the
‘Kinara’ (a special candleholder)
Purpose: Kwanzaa means “First
Fruits,” and it began as the ancient
harvest festival of Africa. It celebrates virtues like communal work,
responsibility, self-determination,
cooperation, purpose, creativity, faith
and unity.

Christmas

Date: Dec. 25
Where it is Celebrated: Spain,
Venezuela, Wales, Sweden, South
America, Scotland, Scandinavia,
Russia, Romania, Portugal, Poland,
Norway, Nicaragua, Netherlands,
Mexico, Japan, Italy, Ireland, Iraq,
Iran, India, Germany, Greece, France,
Denmark, Czechoslovakia, China,
Canada, British Isles, Brazil, Bethlehem, Australia and America
Traditions: Going to church,
decorating Christmas trees, singing
carols, giving and receiving gifts and
spending time with family.
Purpose: Christmas celebrates
the birth of Jesus Christ, the Messiah. It is one of the most important
holidays for Christians.

caused by a stove burner falling
during the fight. Since the fire took
place on a visiting day, relatives
were outside. Causing confusion,
the prison director read the names
of the survivors (the crowd assumed
he was reading the names of the
dead).

director were arrested Tuesday in
Tehran for taking part in a publication honoring the memories of past
protesters. The arrests were made
in an attempt to hinder and halt
political opposition.

Two convicted
Somalia - In May and June, two

Korean crisis
China - U.S. officials have rebuked

Swedish citizens were arrested in
connection with Somalian terror
crimes. The men were found guilty
with an intent to destabilise the
country, cause fear and interfere
with the UN and African Union.

Election protests
Haiti - In response to the presi-

dential election results in Haiti,
violent protests broke out. The UN
peacekeeping troops had to control
a crowd of hundreds marching on
the electoral offices. According to
Haitian radios, four protesters were
killed in the chaos.

Oppositions squashed
Iran - Three journalists and a web

China and its leaders for not taking a
stand in controlling North Korea.

Possible plot
South Africa - Last month, Anni

Dewani, a Swedish-born engineering student was kidnapped. The next
day, she was found dead. Prosecutor Rodney De Kock states that her
husband paid hit men to kill her. The
husband may have also conspired
with the cab driver.
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It’s so strange. The culmination of a semester is
LIFE & TIMES
in a few days. An entire
CO-EDITOR
semester. Do you realize? Do you understand
the full weight of time that has passed? Do you
understand the person you have become?
I know most of what I am writing and will continue to write about seems completely and utterly
cliche: life, the passing of time and changes. It’s
been done before. Such thoughts are popular to
appeal to readers’ pathos, sometimes insincerely,
but please believe me when I say the proceeding
words are my honest outpourings as a writer. I
guess that must speak to my originality, but
I really do not care. I feel the intense need to
share of my own brokenness to possibly help gain
insight for myself and others who may recognize
such feelings. Who knows what it may yield?
I want you to pause for a moment and be still.
Quiet your distractions. Were you self-effacing
in this semester? Apathetic? Loving? Burdened?
Sacrificing? You are not who you were—unpacking clothes and books, awkwardly meeting new
people or greeting old ones. Such a period of time
in such circumstances must allow some volume
of change, however slight. Choices were made,
even subconsciously, causing or healing rifts. I

JACK GALBRATH

Photo by Andrew Ketchum

B R E AC H I N G
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For all the unknowing freshmen roaming about, there is actually a small world outside
Taylor. Surprising, yes, but overwhelmingly true. Beyond Sammy, beyond Swallow and
Freimuth, there are tiny (or large) pockets of students that live in other spheres of influence, where they work, live, breathe and sometimes decorate like mad.
The term is called “off-campus housing,” where older “adult”
students studiously study beyond the noisy, calamatous youth they so decisively chose to
distance themselves from.
I kid. Off-campus students are great. For one thing, they can ignore fire regulations
and go nuts decorating their houses or apartments for Christmas as much as they desire.
Of course, Life & Times had to investigate these off-campus houses searching for their
creativity, imaginiation and Christmas spirit. We found, as you can see, loads of indoor
and outdoor decor talent. Check ‘em out, y’all.

Seniors Carolyn Gagliardi, Julie Burton and Suzanna Davis know how to
celebrate the holidays in style at the Carriage house.

THE FUTURE OF TAXIS
Photo by Andrew Ketchum

New York’s “Taxi of Tomorrow”
competition will decide the new
taxi design for the next decade.
The Turkish company Karsan is
one of three finalists. The winner
will be announced next year, but
the first models won’t be seen on
the road until 2014. The finalists
will be judged in the categories of
security, energy efficiency, access
and comfort.

Seniors Kristen Vanderbunte, Shannon Harris, Jenny Stringer and
Angela Van Gorp spend time under the mistletoe in the Taj

can hardly reveal or understand the changes
still materializing in my life. Bridges built and
burned. Relationships begun and lost. Friendships grown and distanced. The life and times
(how applicable) of us as Taylor collegiates is all
ebb and flow.
It’s just so strange, really. That’s the best way
to put it. The 20ish years we have lived yield
small results because this is the time of cataclysmal, monumental choices, provocations and
desires in a constant, usually unchanging battle,
even here at Taylor. What’s expected is always
upward growth ourselves, in our relationships
and in Christ, especially. But that is not how it
works. It is about accepting our limitations. It
is about throwing out the world’s definition of
growth and change because reality is backlash.
Reality is unforgiving. Reality is changing,
harsh and confusing. We are always working
toward, fighting against and giving in. This
wavelength of motion throws us sometimes and
we do not want change. Change is uncertainty.
Change is brokenness. And change is inevitable.
You have changed. You have grown. We all have
grown. Amid our weaknesses, amid the honesty
to ourselves, true grace and understanding
begin to reveal. Amid pain, amid humility in
our circumstances, forgiveness and love have

slowly taken to light. I am not trying to assume
or preach, but essentially use this as another
means to open understanding to the extent, the

The reason I think it is
so strange and apt being
in a Taylor community
is the certainity I have of
the unmoving presence
of God.

deepness that such a time dwells in us, knowingly or unknowingly.
There were countless conversations, questions, small moments of interactions that passed
between students—you and I—which have
worked with or against you. It’s life, of course.
The reason I think it so strange and apt being
in a Taylor community is the certainty I have of
the unmoving presence of God. Obviously, you

may not always sense it. At times, we all have
pushed him away. But while we have been here,
struggling, questioning and logging scores of
hours preparing for final exams, the consistent,
unchanging God stands.
We have friction, but God has no need. While
we are in our darkest, while we are in our lightest, God wants us to change. It is not always
wanted, believe me, because change is tough, but
it is necessary. Without this movement to change,
without this beginning toward different horizons,
there is no growth. It is stunted. Growth moving
in the direction of God should be the main goal.
Without change in thought or deed, there is no
surrender. There is no readjusting. It is empty.
So what I am trying to say is how strange,
how weird it is, that this ending semester. How
strange to see where we have come and where
we will go. How strange to see and feel the interworkings of God. How strange it might be to
begin something new in the coming semester.
I hope this past semester has been good for
you. If not, I hope you can still find the good in
it, however bad it appears, because it really is
there. I am a testament to that fact. I hope people
may better understand themselves holistically
through this, but if nothing is understood, then
it was simply for my own revelation and benefit.

THE WIDE WORLD OF WINTER
BEYOND THE NORMAL FLURRY TO-DOS

As one of the world’s youngest
billionaires, Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg signed the Giving
Pledge. The pledge was created
by Bill Gates and Warren Buffett in
an attempt to encourage some of
the wealthiest Americans to contribute to charities in need. Since
the beginning of the program, 57
people have signed the document.
Some of the signers include “Star
Wars” creator George Lucas and
CNN founder Ted Turner.

Senior Heidi Braaten, Lexie Luedtke,
and Colleen Linehan
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FACEBOOK DONATES

Seniors Jordyn Kight, Amy Milam, freshman Mariah Bond and
junior Amanda Frazer show their Christmas spirit at the Abbey.

Seniors Adam Hoover and Josh Johnson model
outside the Mansion.

SOCK-STUFFING SEASON
Stocking stuffers for each family member.
PAUL YODER
CONTRIBUTOR

The history of the Christmas stocking is as old as time:
Santa, stuck in a chimney, was found by several precocious
youngsters. These children took off his shoes, started a fire,
and only allowed Santa’s escape if he filled his socks with loot.
Oh, but enough of the precious moments! To celebrate this

historic occasion, allow The Echo to sock it to you with this incredible feet of
reporting: the perfect, most inexpensive things to stick in a sock since your own
foot!
Below are groups of likely gift recipients, and the cheap – yet loving – gifts
you can hang in their heel for Christmas morning.

next semester, and you want to show up
strong. Prepare by making trips to the KSAC
part of your J-term routine. Run, bike, ellipticize and work your muscles. This, too, can
be rewarded with ice cream.
New Skills: (just so you can say you know
how to . . . )
•Do origami. Grab a book while you’re at
home, discover a friend’s hidden talent or
search for patterns on the web. Use whatever
paper fits your budget, whether it’s origami
paper or outdated posters from across campus. Fold like you’ve never folded before, then
display your talents with napkins at dinner.
•Knit. If you don’t know how, find someone with a scarf and ask if he or she made
it. If the answer is yes, request lessons. Once
you’ve learned, go crazy (Google yarn bombing), or keep your talent hidden so when
people ask where you got your scarf, you can
surprise them with your intense skills.
•Do karate or tae kwon do or any kind
of martial art. There are books, videos, the
web and friends. Friends are the best choice.
However, if none of yours know a martial art,
teach yourself. Do some research and practice,
then reveal your skills in a game of ninja or
on a random snowman.

Plain Old Fun Stuff:
•Snow Hopscotch. You may laugh, but
jumping through the snow is harder than it
seems. Draw out the lines with colored water
or with a finger, then start hopping. See how
long you can go without tumbling.
•Coding. Design a code among friends, and
use it to communicate through texts, Facebook and marker boards.
•Frozen Golf (Frisbee or Actual). Travel
across campus with your choice equipment.
Wear gloves with more reason than you’ve
ever had when golfing before. If you’re
playing regular golf, try a bright green ball
instead of white or make finding the ball part
of the game.
•Snow Sports. Basically any sport is more
fun in the snow, despite the cold. Grab some
friends, bring out a ball, pick a spot and start
playing. Add snowballs to the mix to multiply
the fun.
There are many more things to fill your
time as snow and J-term arrive. Use these
ideas, or come up with your own. Make goals,
add to your skills and have fun. Don’t be
bored. Be busy.

ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS...

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

This time next week, you
will either be home or on
your way there. Less than
CONTRIBUTOR
a month later, J-term will
be in motion, and those of
you brave enough to return to campus will
need things to do besides class, homework
and food. This article, with its three categories, is for you. If boredom strikes, you’ll know
what to do.
Initiatives:
•Beat a habit (such as nail-biting or headscratching). You know it bothers other people
because it bothers you. Ban it from your system. Reward yourself for keeping it away
with an extra scoop of ice cream (or pudding
or mashed potatoes or your own DC favorite)
and continue to keep yourself free from it.
•Meet a new person every day. You’re standing in a long line in the DC or waiting for
people to move so you can get to the broccoli—
start up a conversation. Observe what they’re
eating. If it’s an invention, ask them about
it. If it looks awesome, tell them. If you have
no idea what it is, find out. Quality bonding
can take place over food. All you have to do
is say something.
•Get in shape. You have Fitness for Life

MEREDITH SELL

Residents of First West Olson enjoy the snow.

Imaginative gifts for the unimaginative person.
Here it is, everyone—my
Christmas list for 2010.
CONTRIBUTOR
This is not a list of things
that I want. It’s a list of
entertaining items I found
on popular “Top 10 Holiday Gift” lists and am
now reviewing for your pleasure. These items
really do exist, much to the pleasure of obscure
gift-finders. Read on.
•Kyjen Hide-A-Squirrel Puzzle Toy for Dogs:
$9.29
The marketers for this first gift identify it as
a “Fun plush toy to keep your dog occupied for
hours.” The squirrel puzzle toy is a foot high and
has three small squeaky squirrels hidden inside
holes in a plush tree trunk. Let the fun begin!
Luckily, there is no assembly required, and it is
durable enough to withstand tough play from
even the most vicious and bloodthirsty breeds.
It’s sad, but people are actually buying this toy
for an animal that spends half the day sniffing
its own behind. The website showed that customers who bought this item also bought Doggie
Perm Fur Curlers. I rest my case.
•SKLZ Pro Mini Basketball Hoop: $19
This is not your run-of-the-mill mini basketball hoop, although it appears to serve the exact
same purpose as the plastic mini hoop you have
in your bedroom back home. The SKLZ Pro mini
hoop has a shatterproof backboard so strong that
LeBron James could dunk on it. Goodbye Nerf,
hello realism! However, if you really think about
it, when is LeBron going to show up and dunk on
your mini hoop? You’re probably better off going
with a cheap one. One perk of the SKLZ hoop is
that it easily attaches to the top of your cubicle.

RONNIE WILLMARTH

BEIBER-WILLOW FEVER
While whipping her hair back and
forth, Willow Smith is scheduled to
tour with adored Justin Bieber in
2011. As a young star, Smith was
signed by Jay-Z’s Roc Nation label
and will begin performing with
Bieber on his tour of the UK.

Father Butterfly Knife-Styled
Pen
For $ 10.00 from ThinkGeek, you can make up
for traditional lame Dad
gifts. Pocket protector?
More like pocket dissector.
Dad will be whipping this
around like a blade in no
time while threatening
his bills with this wicked
writing utensil. If pens
could be cool, this would
be a cool pen.

Brother –
iPlunger
Before now, plungers
and iPhones only mixed
in terrible mistakes
around your toilet. Now,
Perpetual Kid sells a $6
mini-plunger that acts
as a lick-and-stick stand
to erect your iPod like a
picture frame. This will
keep any flat-surface
electronics vertical, and
essentially doubles for
your brother’s left hand.

SisterGiant Plush Microbes
If your favorite sister
is feeling down, give her
a friend. Give her Mono.
That’s right, for only $9
from ThinkGeek, you
can collect cute little
(very little) microbes to
be your pals. Your sis
will love Anthrax, E. Coli,
Malaria, and even Black
Death! (Entirely safe to
cuddle with.)

Whatever the taste of preference, our loved ones don’t want a stocking full of
stuffing. Let’s be honest; stocking stuffers are things you could buy any day for
yourself. But when your relations find gifts that remind them of our love and

MotherHandy Magnet
Moms love jewelry,
right? Well, this magnetic
wristband can hold all
the bling she’ll ever need,
along with screws, nails,
needles, and any other
small object she doesn’t
want to mess with right
now. This can keep work
simple by holding fiddly
bits of projects within
hand’s reach.

Close Friend Screaming Monkey
Slingshot
Test the strength of
your relationship through
self-sacrifice. Think Geek’s $7 Monkey plush
has elastic arms that
turn it into an impactactivated screaming projectile. Your friend will
love this shrieking monstrosity, and will throw
it at your loving, forgiving body with abounding
Christmas joy.

Grandparent –
Your time.
Seriously, I wanted to
avoid the cheesy moral
ending. But for the wisest among us, a handwritten letter or photo album
can mean much more
than any gift. http://www.
smilebooks.com/ can create a high quality photo
book Grandma, and
Grandpa would love nothing more than a note of
thanks for all he’s taught
you.

intimacy, they get the fuzzy warm feeling we all love to get on Christmas day.
May these stockings warm your hearts on Christmas, and consider taking
them back to warm your feet during J-term.

A

L OOK
L I K E

Danielle Raines, senior

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

Prince Charles and the Duchess
of Cornwall were surrounded
by protesters this past week.
Protesters upset about the raising
of university tuition fees in England
rattled the royal couple and their
car, but did not harm them. Officials reported that 12 officers and
43 protesters were injured and 22
arrests were made.

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

STAY CALM AND CARRY
ON

Jenae Knipp, sophomore
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Now, instead of the Internet, there is something know anything about these new-fangled “TV
tangible to distract Americans from their work. games,” and he desires to play them about as
•Fushigi Magic Gravity Ball: $27.43
much as he desires getting his yearly colon
This Magic Gravity Ball is a “dynamically- checkup. So video games are probably out if
designed ball used in the mysterious art of con- you’re looking at gifts for your parents. Books
tact juggling.” What is the difference between are good, though. Which leads me to . . .
contact juggling and normal juggling? I don’t
•The Guinness Book of World Records, 2011
know. The basic idea is that the operator of edition: $16.45
this baseball-sized Fushigi Magic Gravity Ball
The 2011 edition has new and exciting features
can make the ball look
such as “a unique cover
like it is moving on its
design reminiscent of
own, or even floating.
the circus and the old
They also propose that
Wild West” (I am not
If my parents had gotusing this magic ball is
making this up) ”and
ten me this magic ball, I
a therapeutic form of
a Glossary to improve
would have been conrelaxation. Maybe the
your vocabulary by
vinced that the Force was
idea is to make it look
learning the meanings
like you’re controlling
of new and unusual
real, gone way off the deep
the ball with your mind.
words.” Okay, so maybe
end of the Nerd pool and
I was a big “Star Wars”
these features aren’t
been beaten up even more
fan as a child. If my parexciting, but they are
than I was.
ents had gotten me this
new. Maybe. Let’s face
magic ball, I would have
it, if the Guinness Book
been convinced that the
of World Records was
Force was real, gone way
found by extra terrestrioff the deep end of the Nerd pool and been beaten als, they would assume everybody on Earth has
up even more than I was. On second thought, candy corn for brains. The so-called “records” are
Mom and Dad, just stick to buying regular, non- a little more than strange activities performed
magical sports balls.
by people who have too much free time or are
•Nintendo Wii: $188
clinically insane. The only place you would ever
The Nintendo Wii is one of the highest-selling read this book is on the toilet.
video game systems to come out in recent years.
•Coach Signature Tribeca Op Art East West
The advertisement pictures a father and son Raspberry Tote: $249
playing video games together, laughing radiI am not making up the name or the price
antly and ruffling each others’ hair. Realistically of this purse. Supposedly, this brand-new bag
though, if your dad is like my dad, he doesn’t from Coach is one of the hottest purses of the

GA L B R A I T H

season. Some special features are that it has a
satin fabric lining, a cell phone pocket and giant
Cs all over it. If you order this gift, it will be
delivered wrapped in Coach signature tissue for
just an extra $100! The purse seems to be wellmanufactured and has plenty of room to store
a handgun in, so it’s probably one of the better
gifts you could give to the woman in your life.
Note to women: do NOT ask for this purse. Your
significant other will flip out, make a list of 500
ways that he could better spend $249 and read
them to you until March.
•Oregon Scientific Personal UV Monitor with
Exposure Timer: $17.95
This small walkie-talkie-looking device straps
onto your wrist and monitors your UV exposure.
Simply program in your skin color, go about your
day and in the heat of the afternoon the Personal
UV Monitor will sound an alarm to inform you
that you have melanoma. Just kidding, it actually tells you when you have been in the sun too
long so that you can avoid cancer-causing conditions. It knows this information because it has
advanced schematics. My only problem with this
gift is that it’s not practical. Would you actually
listen to it if it told you that you were outside for
too long? “Gee, I would love to stay and chat, but
my monitor is telling me that I must seek shelter
in a cool and shady place immediately.”
Well, how’s that for some holiday gift ideas?
There is something for everybody on this list. If
you thought I was being a bit ridiculous in my
statements about these gifts, just remember: I
didn’t make any of it up. Somebody, somewhere,
is selling these things and making a darn good
profit.
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Awards season forecast

CONTENDER SUMMARIES
Compiled by Justin Chisham
“THE SOCIAL NETWORK”–This film is based on the real-life story of Facebook’s creation and how the quest for online stardom led to the social downfall of its founders.
“INCEPTION”–In a world where we can enter our subconscious, a group of hired
thieves attempts to plant an idea into the mind of a businessman by hijacking his
dreams.
“TOY STORY 3”–The finale of the Toy Story franchise follows Woody, Buzz and the
gang when they are accidentally given to a day-care center as Andy packs for college.
“TRUE GRIT”–A remake of the 1969 western, the film depicts a tough U.S. Marshall
and a young girl as they track down and exact revenge on her father’s murderer.
“THE KING’S SPEECH”–When King George VI is thrust into the British throne, he overcomes his debilitating speech impediment with the help of an unconventional therapist.

Boyle and the Coens
It’s never too early to
Brady Schaar
have won in the past,
be g i n t h e pr o jec t i on s
C ontributor
while Aronofsky has
and predictions regardnever been nominated.
ing Oscar nominations
and winners. After all, consider this: My guess is Aronofksy will pick up
last year’s Best Picture winner, “The one of the nominations, and you can
Hurt Locker,” was released in June. flip a coin between the other two.
Regarding Best Actor, much praise
There have certainly been some big
Oscar heavyweights released thus far has been given to James Franco for his
this year, and we have fully entered performance as hiker Aron Ralston
in “127 Hours.” However, this race
the awards season.
The Best Picture race will again (and award) almost certainly belongs
Colin
have 10 nominations, and quite a t o
few films are guaranteed a spot at Firth from “A
the table, according to the “Gurus of King’s Speech,
Gold” from MovieCityNews.com. “The a s h e h a s
Social Network,” “Inception,” “Toy r e c e i v e d u n i Story 3,” “True Grit,” “The King’s versal praise
Speech,” “Black Swan” and “The for his perforKids Are All Right” are certainties mance. Jesse
for the nomination. The other three Eisenberg
nominations are more difficult to appears likely
predict. Danny Boyle’s “127 Hours t o p i c k u p a
is likely to receive a nomination, as is nomination for
“The Fighter.” The final slot is anyone’s “The Social Network,” as does
guess.
B e s t D i r e c t o r i s d e f i n i t e l y a last year’s winner Jeff Bridges for
t i g h t e r a n d m o r e i n t e r e s t i n g “True Grit,” according to Dave Karger
r a c e . C h r i s t o p h e r N o l a n i s o n from Entertainment Weekly.
Best Actress becomes more interesttrack to get his first (and welldeserved) nomination for “Inception, ing, according to Karger. Both Juliwhile Tom Hooper is poised to garner anne Moore and Annette Bening are
a nomination for “The King’s Speech” being campaigned for Best Actress,
and David Fincher will pick up his and both of them appeared in “The
second Best Director nomination, this Kids Are All Right.” Meanwhile, Natatime for “The Social Network.” This lie Portman has been getting raves
is also from the Gurus of Gold. The for her performance in “Black Swan.”
final two slots are between three con- If both Moore and Bening are nomitenders: Danny Boyle for “127 Hours, nated, then you’re more than likely
the Coen brothers for True Grit, and to see a vote split between the two,
Darren Aronofsky for “Black Swan.” and the Oscar would go to Portman.

But if only one of “The Kids Are All
Right” actresses is nominated, then
their chances of winning will increase
drastically.
Last is the Best Screenplay awards.
Aaron Sorkin will win the Academy
Award for Best Adapted Screenplay
for “The Social Network.” You can set
that in stone right now. “True Grit”
and “Toy Story 3” will probably pick
up nominations, but Sorkin will win.
Best Original Screenplay is a bit
more dif f icult
to pin down at
this stage. “The
King’s Speech”
is the current
favorite, but the
Oscar could easily go to either
“The Kids Are
All Right” or
“Inception.” This
comes from
Gregory Ellwood
of HitFix.com.
As for my opinion on who will win,
it’s difficult to predict this early in the
game. The Best Picture race is likely a
contest between “The Social Network”
and “The King’s Speech,” while David
Fincher appears poised to pick up the
Oscar for Best Director. However, one
thing is certain: there are many excellent films up for consideration this
year. Three of my favorite directors
(Fincher, Nolan and Aronofsky) have
major contenders out this year, so I
am looking forward to following the
rest of the awards season. Let’s hope
for an exciting race!

There have certainly
been some big Oscar
heavyweights released
thus far this year, and
we have fully entered the
awards season.

“BLACK SWAN”–Set in the demanding world of professional ballet, Nina Sayers is forced to deal with both her
rigorous training regimen and her growing mental instability.

“127 HOURS”–When a lone mountain climber becomes trapped under a boulder on a canyoneering trip, he resorts
to desperate measures to escape and survive.

“THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT”–After the children of a lesbian couple track down their biological father, the kids are
drawn to his easygoing lifestyle, beginning an redifining of their family tree.

“THE FIGHTER”–Audiences get a look into the early years of boxer “Irish” Mickey Ward and his brother as they
train to enter the boxing world and eventually go pro in the mid-1980s.

Christian reviewing
U n d e r “ V i o l e n c e / “Inception” when a “love nest” is men“The crotchety grandJustin Chisham
tioned, are we being unfair to a great
Crime”:
mother” is a common caria & e E ditor
“A horse and a man piece of cinema?
cature embedded deep into
Most importantly, can we trust a
fall from a great height;
our cultural subconscious.
She is the matronly figure who sys- characters are hit in the head several reviewer whose attention is divided
tematically demands that you tie your times with frying pans; a woman puts between secular and sacred at every
shoelaces, tuck in your shirt, wipe that a knife to a character’s nose; a character turn?
Other Christian review sites have
smudge off your face, comb your hair, is taken to the gallows.”
similar criteria. For example, Christ
Finally, we have “Religion/Morals”:
fix your collar, remember your home“Fairy-tale magic; the world is said to Centered Gamer (ccgr.com) gives each
work, brush your teeth and mind your
be dark, selfish and cruel; being ‘a little video game a “Game Score” (gameplay,
manners.
graphics, controls, etc.) and a separate
For these loving and overbearing rebellious’ is said to be ‘good.’”
For family fare, maybe this level of “Morality Score” (violence, ethics, superladies, no nit ever remains unpicked.
As I read through the reviews on criticism is acceptable. Parents should natural qualities, and so forth). Similarly,
Christian entertainment sites, I fre- be concerned about what their children christianmusicreview.org allots points
quently wondered how this caricature watch, and maybe this nitpickery can be to different categories such as Message
jumped out of our collective subcon- justified, but this site is not primarily (out of 4 Stars), Music (out of 3), Production (out of 2) and Creativity (out of 1).
scious and began analyzing every piece aimed at families.
Hamaker also reviewed “Black Swan,” However, I have concerns about that
of entertainment we enjoy.
For these reviewers, every trivial nit the brooding and strictly-adult thriller process. Can the quality of an enterby Darren Aronofsky. His “Black Swan” tainment product be separated from its
is thoroughly picked into submission.
spiritual
To be fair, the main articles are often review follows
message?
thoughtful and professional, with no the same forThe
trace of caricature. However, if you scroll m a t , i n c l u d questions
down to the conclusion paragraphs, the ing a concern
end up runlist that could
stereotypes leap from the screen.
ning much
Most Christian reviews conclude with e n v e l o p t h e
deeper than
a comprehensive list of every possible actual review.
a
mere
quandary readers may have with the W h e n C h r i s reflection
tians watch
reviewed work.
on our simFor example, allow me to present m o v i e s , a r e
ilarity to a
some complaints issued by Christian we supposed
Hamaker, a contributing writer for to grimace and cross our arms when stereotype. The questions even evolve
Crosswalk.com. He recently reviewed anything remotely contradicts our faith? past the consideration of art or enterPaul Asay, writer for Pluggedin.com, tainment.
“Tangled,” Disney’s family-friendly
As Christians, is it our job to experiretelling of Rapunzel. After Hamaker’s faces similar problems in his DVD
excellent evaluation of the film, the review of “Inception.” Throughout the ence the highs and lows of humanity in
major portion of the article, he proves pursuit of truth, or should we attempt
reviewer begins listing cautions.
This is when his inner crotchety his excellent reviewing skills. However, to separate ourselves from every evil
if you are counting the swear words in of the world? Where is our line drawn?
grandmother emerged.
Normally, I would attempt to answer
The following concerns are listed a film and picking apart every vague
example of drug content, are you miss- my rhetorical questions. For this, I do
under the heading “Sex/Nudity”:
“A couple of kisses; Mother Gothel’s ing something integral about the film not believe I can.
itself? If we remove ourselves from
dress is a little low cut.”

Local Events
The massively popular production “Wicked: A New Musical,” featuring the untold story of the witches of Oz, is coming to the Murat
Theatre. Starting Wednesday, you can see firsthand what all the hype is about. With a powerful story and songs that are both uplifting and
entertaining, it is no wonder that this show has defied both gravity and expectations.
For more information, visit www.broadwayacrossamerica.com

Beef and Boards Dinner Theatre is proud to present a hoilday must-see, “A Christmas Carol.” “From the pages of Dickens comes this delightful musical adaptation of the Yuletide classic with traditional carols. See before your eyes the transformation of the crotchety Scrooge
into someone who understands the true meaning of kindness and love, accomplished with the help of three spirits from the past present
and future.” Tickets start at $19.
For more information, visit www.beefandboards.com.

If you couldn’t get enough of Handel’s Messiah from the recent Taylor Chorale performance, you can see it performed by the Indianapolis
Symphony Orchestra. Clowes Hall will host the event. “Gather the whole family for the brilliant sounds of trumpets, kettledrums, strings,
choir and vocal soloists.” Tickets start at $21.
For more information, visit www.cloweshall.org.

Illustration by Jacob Fulton

For these reviewers, every
trivial nit was thoroughly
picked into submission.
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Mommy, Wow, I’m
a Big Kid Now
B r i a n

Wo n g

Co n t r i b u t or

A

s you read this, the only thing our generation. It is something that we are the incredible opportunities extended to us by
that stands between me and a taking to heart. Tim Dillon of USA Today says, delaying the real world. We can spend a year
diploma are a few finals. I have “Census data show a sharp decline in the per- in Africa helping a missions organization. We
no idea what I want to do with centage of young adults who have finished can live the city life (with a little financial help
from our parents) full of
my life. I am a product of our school, left home, gotten
young professionals and
generation. World tours, mission married, had a child and
sophisticated food names,
trips and “fun jobs” seem much reached financial indemore appealing to me than a pendence, considered We want to be in school longer, or we can ski the winter
career and adulthood. Sure, I typical standards of
hold less responsibility and away in the Rockies
is what I will be
want to be financially indepen- adulthood.”
depend on our parents more. (which
doing).
We want to be in school
dent, but careers don’t really
I also see the carefree
longer, hold less responsound all that fun.
lives that we live as
You might remember the Huggies commer- sibility and depend on
somewhat of a problem.
cial from when we were kids and the saying our parents more. Is this
in it: “Mommy, wow, I’m a big kid now.” This a bad thing? Our generation has traveled more Is it possible that our desire for longer youth
statement is not something I am dying to say. and had more experiences than our parents is making us more selfish as a generation,
Granted, I can use the facilities on my own, but could have dreamed of at the same age. We are helping us give into the instant gratification
I don’t know if I really want to be a “big kid,” more educated and supposedly smarter than that is part of our culture? Even the secular
our parents’ generation, and ideally we won’t world recognizes our need for now. Paul writes
or an adult now.
to the Philippians, “Do nothing out of selfish
I am stricken with a condition known as make the same mistakes they did.
I am torn on this issue. On one hand, I see ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humil“extended adolescence” among those that study

An opinion
on
Opinions

I

f I was handed one of those questionnaires
to circle my personality traits, I don’t think
“opinionated” would even get a penciled
oval. But look up there, under my name:
“Opinions Editor.”
I was the one you e-mailed your opinions to:
rachel_kiely@taylor.edu,
before 4 p.m. on Wednesday. The Echo reserves the
right to edit for length and
content.
I read a lot of opinions.
I heard a lot of opinions
about opinions. I asked for
a lot of opinions. I became
somewhat of an opinions
connoisseur. “Too bitter on
that paragraph,” I would
think. “Too syrupy sweet there at the end.” That
part is “unnecessary fluff,” dear contributor.
Along the way, I learned a few things about
opinions. I will share, in hope that my tidbits
will aid in your next Echo opinion piece or
empassioned speech.
1. Like your laptop, your opinions should be
backed up regularly. Your English teachers were
right—citing sources actually makes you sound
more scholarly and believable. Reference your
sources, seek out differing opinions and prove
that you’ve thought through your argument.
Back, back, back, back it up.
2. Like a marshmallow gun, your opinion
should be well-aimed but not painful. Sometimes I think the goal of a certain opinion is to

R ac h e l
O p i n i o n s

Mailbox

K i e ly
E d i t or

plague an unfortunate bloke with ebola or make
him cry and cause his eyes to puff up. Opinions
are meant to shape others, not impale them.
3. Unlike an actual soapbox, your opinion
should hold weight. Picture a soapbox without the soap in it. Step on it. It goes flat like a
pancake in one stomp. Your
opinion should not resemble
a flat pancake. You should be
able to stand on your opinion. Write about something
that matters.
4. Unlike an indignant
mother complaining about
rising tuition costs, your
opinion should not be a rant.
Yes, this is the most common
faux pas about opinions. The
ranters write opinions, and we end up with a
flaming ball of fire written in size nine font.
I like to hear people prone to calmness write
opinions. It is like when the quiet kids actually
speak up in class, and they say something that
sticks with you. So quiet people, you too have
opinions.
5. Like your significant other, you should care
about your opinion. If you’re excited to write
an opinion, that is a good sign. What are you
passionate about? What do you want the whole
world to know? Write about it.
6. Lastly, like hugs, opinions are meant to be
shared, but also accepted. You should not have
a one-sided hug. Expect to hear others’ opinions
if you offer your own.

Taylor University is a Christian institution
with a purpose of preparing students to be
Christ-like. As a result, Taylor University requires students to meet
the many expectations of the LTC. And frankly, I am discouraged
when I hear students saying they cannot wait to graduate so they
will feel less guilty about dancing or drinking. They fail to see the
purpose of the LTC.
Restricting students from dancing will not remove the desire to
dance from those who love it. Also, we must not forget the fact that
we are still standing on solid ground, meaning we are still bound
to reality where there is not always only one right answer. This is
reality: Unless our thoughts are transformed, those who believe
drinking or dancing does not hinder their relationship with God will
no longer obey the LTC after graduation. Therefore, we must seek
the greater purpose of the LTC. And in order to do so, it is okay to
ask whether dancing is OK or not.
I am aware many students—including myself—do not drink,
dance or party at Taylor because we are under the LTC (Romans
13:1-7). I believe Taylor University instructs in accordance with
what the Bible describes as Christian behavior, but we must also
consider the respect for community that may be hindered by certain
interactions between brothers and sisters. Thus, Taylor chooses to
prohibit dancing.
Ideally, we as Christians should challenge each other to build a
perfect Christian community. Nevertheless, we are sometimes so
caught up with how or what we are doing in school that we forget
what is behind the LTC. It’s as if we try to draw a perfect line by
looking straight down at where the chalk meets the road. Rather,
we will draw a better line if we look up and focus on where we are
heading. Then we can see the greater purpose of the LTC.
-Sam Seo, junior

Opinions are meant
to shape others, not
impale them.

Rules of the Court
Lane Gramling
Contributor

It’s time for a change.
Frustration is running
wild around Taylor’s
campus this time of year, and it’s not because
of finals. Dodgeball intramurals are getting out
of hand. Intramurals are supposed to be fun,
but lately yelling and rage have taken over
the court. How can we change this behavior?
First and foremost, we have to realize
that this is just a game. Yes, it’s fun, exciting and pretty awesome, but it’s still just a
game. As Christian
men and women, we
must set examples in
everything that we do,
which includes playing
dodgeball. We’re angry
with each other, and the
only way to fix this is
to calm down and enjoy
the game for what it is—
fellowship with others.
One of the most frustrating things is when
people argue with the referees. Emotions are
running high, and the referees are more neutral on calls than anyone else on the court.
Everyone wants to win, but still, show some
respect to others, and go out when you get hit.
Even with this, we should go further to make
it more fun for everyone. The rules need to
change.
The first rule that needs to go is the liveball rule. Currently, if a ball hits your ball and
then a different part of your body or anyone
else’s body, you’re still out. This rule has caused

more arguing than any other rule because most
other places (including the National Amateur
Dodgeball Association) don’t use these rules.
Why not use the normal rules? If a ball hits
another ball it should be dead.
Also, we need to get rid of the head-shot rule.
Most of us probably played with this rule in
elementary school, but it doesn’t belong at the
college level. These dodgeballs are soft. It’s
time to man up. People are taking advantage
of it, and it shouldn’t be here in the first place.
If a team has eight
people show up, one has
to sit out. Unlike other
sports, the eighth player
is allowed to come in on
a catch. If a team has the
required seven players,
and the other team has
more, this unfairly penalizes the completely legal
seven-man team. There
should be a maximum of seven people on the
court at all times.
There are other rules that should at least
be tweaked, including scoring and catching
balls behind the line, but these are key for
stopping the frustration. I have a passion for
intramural sports, and these changes would
make a great game so much better. Let’s go
out and play a game with our brothers and
sisters in Christ to enjoy their company, without interference from easily-manipulated and
tension-producing rules.

Dodgeball intramurals
are getting out of hand.

ity value others above yourselves, not looking
to your own interests but each of you to the
interests of the others.” His words are completely counter-cultural to us today. This does
not represent the mindset of someone lumped
into the extended adolescence group.
So what does all of this mean for you and
me? I am not asking that you cancel that world
tour you have planned for after college, or for
myself to cancel a season of skiing and bumming in Colorado. I am asking that we think
of the decisions that we make when it comes
to our 20-somethings. Before you apply for
graduate school, commit to a year working in
Tibet or stay at Taylor another year to enjoy a
victory lap of intramurals, I ask you to think
twice about your motives and how it affects
your expectations, especially in your relationship with Christ. We are responsible for our
time here, so let us be good stewards of it.

Study abroad anxiety

F

o r m o r e t h a n 6 0 Robbie Maakestad performances. Of course, I
will make new friends while
Taylor students, our
C ontributor
studying in Jerusalem, but
hearts are breaking.
will they have the same proIt is as if our souls
are being torn apart limb from found impact in my life that my best
limb (if souls even have limbs). We face friends at Taylor have had?
I know that studying abroad will be
enormous excitement, yet at the same
time immense unease—joyfulness, yet a tremendous growing experience. I am
sorrow; anticipation, yet apprehension. sure that my faith will be stretched and
I think I speak for all of the students solidified in a way that it would not be if
who are studying abroad this coming I were to stay here in Upland. I understand that I should
spring semester. We
go for it, and I realize
are about to leave
that most likely I will
Taylor, and it is bitternever have another
sweet. Sure, studying
We face enormous
opportunity to spend
abroad gives us the
excitement, yet at the
four months in Israel
opportunity to go to
studying the Bible. I
another country and
same time, immense
truly cannot wait to
encounter things that
unease . . .
hop on the plane to
we cannot experience
the Holy Land, but
here in Upland, but it
at the same time, it is
is still a bit daunting.
Amid my great anticipation for this somewhat difficult to leave school. Along
coming spring, I find the prospect of with the other study-abroad students,
leaving my wing and all of my friends I will have to wait until the end of this
on campus slightly depressing. Sure, I coming spring semester abroad to see if
will be living within a 10-minute walk it was truly worth it.
Even though it is a sacrifice to leave
of the Dome of the Rock, but I will not be
within a two-minute walk of the comfort school for a semester, students should
of the library (my second home). I will take advantage of the excellence of Tayget to walk where Jesus Christ walked, lor’s program (which recently ranked
see the town where he was born and among the top in the nation). If you are
explore the city where he was cruci- considering studying abroad but are
fied, but I will not be able to pray in the unsure whether or not you want to miss
prayer chapel, dominate intramural out on a semester at Taylor, step out of
basketball or battle the biting spring your comfort zone. Free yourself from
the routine rut of semester after semeswinds of Upland.
I will be making new friends and ter in Upland, and study something you
exploring Jerusalem, but I will not be love in a different part of the world. The
living it up on Phurst West with my best opportunity to experience the world is
buds—no late-night BK runs, techno before you. I, for one, will not be stopped
raves in the shower, ridiculous Zoo by a little uncertainty about studying
open houses or outstanding boy band abroad.
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ALL-AMERICAN NIELSEN TRANSFERS FROM BALL STATE

Photo By Andrew Ketchum

Ask about his statistics, and this
Nielsen decided he would finish out the
NATHAN BURDETTE mates making decisions contrary
baseball player will laugh and say,
to Nielson’s faith, he felt forced to year at Ball State, but said God continued
CONTRIBUTOR
“I don’t keep track of my numbers.”
isolate himself.
to work in his heart. He opted out of playHe’s never one to brag.
“I just had no time to be with ing baseball in a summer league so he could
Ian Nielsen didn’t even think he would God myself,” Nielson said.
decide on where to finish his college career.
start as a freshman at Ball State University
However, that didn’t stop him from looking
Nielson earned All-American honors that
in 2009 despite record-setting career num- for opportunities to share his faith.
summer, which made his experience at Ball
bers at LaPorte High School. Not only did
“I wouldn’t say I was constantly talking State seem less trying. Knowing he would be
Nielsen start for BSU, but he was the only about my faith,” Nielsen said in reference to the only Christian light on the team motiplayer on his team to start in all 51
vated Nielsen.
games that season.
He stayed for his sophomore year,
Perhaps it was Nielsen’s first
but his second season did not meet
home run—sent sailing out of the
his expectations. Nielson gained
park in his first career at-bat—that
more respect from his teammates
made the decision seem obvious
after a stellar freshmen season,
to name him an All-American. Or
but they were still involved with
maybe it was the fact that he led
drinking and drugs. In addition, he
all MAC freshmen in hits at 76 and
continued to feel spiritually disconRBIs at 53. Then again, it was probnected from his professors.
ably his .352 batting average or his
It was too much.
career-high, five-hit performance at
By mid-season, Nielsen decided
Eastern Michigan.
to leave Ball State for his junior
Whatever the reason, three difseason. After praying about it,
ferent organizations agreed Nielsen
Nielsen transferred to Taylor with
earned All-American honors his
two years of remaining eligibility.
freshmen season.
He heard about Taylor through his
“I got to the summer after my
friends in Trojan baseball.
freshman year and didn’t think
Nielsen believes that his expemuch of the season. Then someone
rience at Ball State, while negatold me I received All-American
tive in some regards, helped him
honors from Louisville Slugger,”
strengthen his Christian faith.
Nielsen said. “It surprised me.”
“It really wasn’t all bad,” Nielsen
So if statistics and accolades do
said. “I was exposed to everything
not drive this ball player’s life, what
[and] my faith grew dramatically
does?
. . . I feel like God put me there for
Faith in Jesus has always been
that reason.”
important in Nielsen’s life. As a
Nielson has thought about his
high school Bible study leader,
post-collegiate career.
Nielsen looked for a university that
“I really feel like God’s trying
supported his baseball talent and
to get rid of a childhood dream,”
his faith.
Nielsen said. “I’ve always wanted
“The coach at Ball State told me
to play in the Major League, but
that he had a faith of his own and
. . . just because I can get drafted,
that the team prayed before every
doesn’t mean it’s God’s will. The
game. So I thought, ‘Yeah, I’ll go to Junior Ian Nielsen was named Louisville Slugger Freshman All-Amerchoice of what you do should be
ican and NCBWA/Pro-Line Athletic Freshman All-American during his
Ball State,’” Nielsen said.
aligned with God’s Word.”
first season at Ball State.
Soon into his freshman season,
Though professional baseball is
Nielsen realized his new school was not what his teammates at BSU. “There were definitely still an option for Nielsen, this ESPN The
he hoped for.
times for that, and I had to wait for those . . . Magazine’s First Team All-District award
Nielson felt he was not at a place that could I’d say I had seven or eight good talks [with winner would like to attend graduate school
help him spiritually grow, on or off the field. my teammates] over the year.”
and pursue a career as a philosophy professor.
He served as a Bible study leader for AthBefore the following season, Nielsen
But for now, baseball and classes are keepletes in Action and participated in Campus approached Coach Greg Beals announcing his ing him busy.
Crusade, but felt these did not adequately transfer from Ball State for religious reasons.
Nielsen’s career as a Trojan will begin Feb.
help him mature in his faith. With professors Beals responded with opposition, making this 7 as Taylor takes on Tennessee Temple Unichallenging his Christian views and team- Ball State standout reconsider.
versity in the team’s first game.

MEN’S BASKETBALL UPSETS NO. 23 HUNTINGTON
The men’s basketball
jans’ run by scoring
GABE BAINE
team had an impres- C O N T R I B U T O R 12 points, all of which
sive victory Saturday,
came from 3-point
upsetting nationally-ranked territory.
Huntington University 76-69.
The Foresters would not go
The Trojan’s win over the down without putting up a fight.
23rd-ranked Huntington For- They cut the lead to eight, 23-15,
esters was their first conference with nine minutes left in the half.
victory of the season. This is the Taylor entered the half with a
third time this season the Tro- 37-27 lead over their opponent.
jans have played a team within
The Foresters started the sectheir conference.
ond half on fire, cutting the lead
Three Trojans scored in dou- to five within three minutes.
ble figures and the team manThe Trojans were able to push
aged to shoot 48.3 percent from the lead back up to eight, but it
the field and 38.6 percent behind did not hold because Huntington
the arc. The Foresters maintain pulled off a 9-0 run, giving them
47.3 and 23.1 percent efficiency their first lead of the night. This
from the field and behind the arc, would be the Foresters’ first and
respectively.
last lead of the game.
Junior Jake Burkholder led
Less than a minute later,
the team with 23 points, followed sophomore forward Nate Kasper
by sophomore Casey Coons with was able to put the Trojans back
18 points and senior Drew Tower on top with a layup.
with 15 points.
“I think our ability to maintain
The Trojans got off to a quick our poise when they went up by
start, leading Huntington 20-6 one was the turning point in
with only eight minutes on the the game,” said head coach Paul
clock. Tower fueled the Tro- Patterson. “We came down and

made plays and [Coons] did a
good job of getting the ball to . . .
Burkholder.”
The score was tied at 57 with
4:46 remaining in the game after
a quick layup by Huntington
senior Kellen Zawadzki.
The two teams seemed to be
trading baskets for the next
three minutes, with Taylor being
up by one point at 64-63.
Burkholder turned things
around for the Trojans with a
strong dunk and was fouled in
the process. He made the free
throw, putting the Trojans up by
four late in the second half.
Junior Kyle Hanaway was
awarded with the assist. He finished the game and led the team
with seven assists.
After a missed jumper by Huntington, Coons made a quick dish
to Burkholder for a basket to
add on to the Trojan lead.
Taylor led with less than a
minute left in the game, forcing
the Foresters to foul.
Taylor went to the line eight

times in the last minute, hitting
seven of their attempts.
The Trojans were up 76-69
with a few seconds left when a
late steal by Coons ended the
game.
“It’s a conference win, so it is
an important win,” Patterson
said, “but we don’t really have
a season-deciding win 10 games
into the season.”
Burkholder’s 23 points were
a career high. He also added 12
rebounds for a double-double.
The Trojans’ defeat of Huntington brought them to 7-3 for
the season with a conference
record of 1-2.
The Taylor men’s basketball
team is back in action tonight at
home for Silent Night. They take
on OSU-Marion at 6 p.m.
“With all the excitement it is
hard to stay focused,” Patterson
said. “The athletes’ focus comes
from the way we practice every
day, and we have had good intensity in our practices.”

TROJAN SPORTS

IN BRIEF
VOLLEYBALL (35-8,
16-0)

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL (8-3, 2-1)

RESULTS
11/30
at NAIA National Championship versus College of
Idaho L, 3-1
12/01
at NAIA National Championship versus Shawnee
State W, 3-0
12/02
at NAIA National Championship versus Fresno
Pacific L, 3-0

RESULTS
12/01 at St. Francis W,
79-65
12/04 versus Huntington
W, 69-63.
12/09 versus Cedarville
L, 79-58

SCHEDULE
Season Concluded
REVIEW
The volleyball team fell
out of the NAIA National
Tournament last Thursday
after losing to the third
nationally-ranked Fresco
Pacific Sunbirds.
MEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY
RESULTS
11/20 NAIA National Championships
SCHEDULE
Season Concluded
REVIEW
Senior Adam Schroer
finished his intercollegiate
cross country career at the
NAIA National Championships. Schroer finished
238th out of 326 runners
on the muddy course in
Vancouver, Wash. It was
his first time competing in
the National meet.

WOMEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY
RESULTS
11/20 NAIA National Championships
SCHEDULE
Season Concluded
REVIEW
Junior Kirstin Hegelein
finished 203rd out of
331 runners in the NAIA
National Championships in
Vancouver, Wash. It was
her first time competing in
the National meet.

SCHEDULE
12/11
at Midway 2 p.m.
REVIEW
Women’s basketball defeated #23 Huntington last
Saturday in the Odle Arena.
The Lady Trojans dominated
in the first half, outscoring
Huntington 43-23. Taylor
held on to their lead with a
strong presence down low,
hitting 26 of 53 field goals.
Erika Redweik scored a
team-high 18 points.
The Lady Trojans went
on to lose to 13th ranked
Cedarville last night in the
Odle Arena.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
(7-3, 1-2)
RESULTS
11/26
versus Waldorf College W,
83-34
11/30
versus St. Francis L, 68-49
12/04
at Huntington 3 p.m. W,
76-69
SCHEDULE
12/10
Ivanhoe Classic versus
OSU-Marion (Silent Night)
6 p.m.
12/11
Ivanhoe Classic versus
Bethel or Berea 3 p.m.
REVIEW
Men’s basketball defeated
No. 23 Huntington last Saturday in a game that went
to the wire in the final
minutes of the second half.
Sophomore guard Casey
Coons hit five free throws
down the stretch to keep
the Trojans ahead as the
buzzer sounded. Junior big
man Jake Burkholder shot
a career high 23 points
along with 12 rebounds on
the night. Men’s basketball will play their annual
Silent Night game against
OSU-Marion tonight.

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

Senior forward/center Allison Reece contends
a field goal during women’s basketball’s win
against Huntington Saturday.

The women’s basketball team
DANIEL MORRILL halftime with a lead of 43-23.
defeated their second-straight
For the remainder of the game,
CONTRIBUTOR
ranked opponent when they knocked
Huntington slowly started to chip
off No. 23 Huntington 69-63 on Dec. 4. The away at the Taylor lead. The Foresters comTrojans improved to 8-3 on the season and mitted to getting the ball into the paint and
2-1 in conference. Taylor broke into the NAIA were able to get to the free throw line 20 times
Division II Top 25 for the first time this season in the second half, as opposed to just eight
Dec. 6 when they were voted No. 18 in the times in the first half.
nation. Huntington fell to 7-2 on the season
“We put them at the line way too many
and 1-1 in conference while dropping out of times in the second half and weren’t containthe Top 25.
ing the drives like we did in the first half,”
After an early 2-2 tie, the Trojans went on said senior guard Becca Morris.
a 15-0 run over the next five minutes. Senior
Huntington stepped up their own zone
forwad Allison Reece led the charge for the defense in the second half, holding Taylor
Trojans, scoring seven points during the run. to 42 percent from the field and 29 percent
Taylor continued to play hard on both sides from behind the arc. The Foresters also forced
for the rest of the first half. Offensively, the 12 turnovers and held the Trojans to 11 less
Trojans shot 53 percent from the field in the shots in the second half than they managed
first half and hit five of eight three-pointers. in the first half.
Taylor combated Huntington’s defensive
“That’s really the first time we’ve played
strategy of double-teaming the ball, racking against a zone,” Rudolph said. “We didn’t do
up 15 assists in the game.
well because we stood a lot on offense. We
“We handled their double-teaming really have to move and create in order to put points
well and were able to pass the ball easily to on the board against a zone.”
the open person,” said sophomore guard Tess
The Hunting charge, led by junior guard
Rudolph. “We got a lot of open looks that way.” Sarah Miller cut the score to 69-63 before
Defensively, Taylor refused to let Hunting- time expired. Miller played the entire game
ton into the paint, coming out in a suffocating and led the Foresters with 22 points. Former
2-3 zone. The Trojans forced the Foresters to Eastbrook star Kelsey Green added 12 points
shoot 11 three-pointers in the first half, of and 13 rebounds for Huntington.
which they made none.
Sophomore Erika Reweik led Taylor with
“Fortunately, they weren’t hitting from the 18 points and also added five rebounds. Reece
outside, so we just kept trying to pack it in,” tacked on 15 points, six rebounds and four
said head coach Tena Krause.
assists. Rudolph went 2-4 from three-point
Huntington tried to fight back in the first land and finished with 12 points.
half but failed to cut the lead below 13. Taylor
Taylor will travel to Kentucky tomorrow to
finished the half on a 14-5 streak, going into play Midway at 2 p.m.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL DEFEATS FORESTERS

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Jake Burkholder
YEAR:

Junior

HOMETOWN

Crown Point

NICKNAMES:

Burk

FAVORITE
COLORS:

Black and Yellow

FAVORITE NBA
TEAM:

Any team that Chris
Kaman is playing for.

BEST CHRISTMAS
PRESENT YOU’VE
RECEIVED:

A Go-Kart when I was 9.

DREAM JOB:

Something in the FBI or
Secret Service

BEST BASKETBALL MEMORY:

Senior season in High
School

IF YOU HAD ONE
SUPERPOWER:

Fly

